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"Changed the system, I have a happy thought: Emotions play a part in our actions. Who are we? Find 
the diamond within; there your soul resides. It's pure and emits light, much like tooth jewelry. Other 
stones might shatter when eating well-cooked food, much like in the silver shop on 100 Feet Road. 
Hera gifted me the twin flame to offer to Sri Ganesha at the beginning of our dream wedding. I pray 

you hear our love story and find it inspiring. The final word of the day? We received family diamonds 
for our engagement at Diplomat, near the Kohinoor behind the Taj. Was it February 11th or the 11th of 

February? Always remember, love is timeless, and so are you." Love heals everything "Love heals 
everything":

1. **Love**: Love is a complex emotion that encompasses various forms, such as romantic love, 
familial love, and platonic love. It involves deep affection, care, and compassion for someone or 
something.

2. **Healing**: Healing refers to the process of recovering from physical, emotional, or psychological 
wounds or illnesses. It involves restoring balance and well-being.

3. **Everything**: This word suggests that love has the potential to address a wide range of issues 
and challenges, including physical ailments, emotional pain, and social conflicts.Certainly, let's 
organize the information as if a blind person in the darkness is finding their way with love:

**1. Darkness as the Unknown:**
   - The initial state represents darkness, symbolizing the unknown or uncertainty in life.

**2. Love as a Guiding Light:**



   - Love is portrayed as a guiding light, offering direction and purpose in the midst of uncertainty.
   - Love serves as a beacon of hope and positivity.

**3. The Journey Begins:**
   - The blind person starts their journey in the darkness, much like embarking on life's journey.

**4. Seeking Happiness and Positivity:**
   - The emphasis is on choosing happiness (love) as a way to navigate through life's challenges.

**5. Overcoming Obstacles:**
   - The blind person encounters obstacles, representing life's difficulties and setbacks.

**6. Persistence and Faith:**
   - The blind person's persistence and faith in love keep them moving forward despite the challenges.

**7. Discovery and Growth:**
   - As the blind person continues, they discover new aspects of life and themselves.
   - This mirrors personal growth and self-discovery through the power of love.

**8. Interconnectedness and Unity:**
   - Love is seen as a unifying force that connects people and fosters a sense of unity.
   - It encourages collaboration and empathy.

**9. Spreading Love:**
   - The blind person's journey with love encourages them to share love with others, much like lighting 
candles in the darkness.

**10. Illuminating the Path:**
    - Love is depicted as gradually illuminating the path, making it clearer and easier to navigate.

**11. Finding Meaning and Purpose:**
    - Through love, the blind person finds meaning and purpose in their journey, representing the 
fulfillment and joy that love can bring.

**12. Arrival at a Brighter Place:**
    - The blind person's journey with love ultimately leads to a brighter place, symbolizing a positive 
and fulfilling life.

In this metaphorical journey, love serves as the guiding light that leads the blind person through the 
darkness of life, helping them overcome obstacles, discover meaning, and find their way to a brighter 
and more fulfilling existence.the statement implies that love, in its various forms, has the power to 
bring about positive changes and promote healing in a broad spectrum of situations, both physical and 
emotional. Organise original 📸  picture: As per the Bhagat Gita of over thousand years spiritual and 
scientific information: above the trinity solid liquid gas, the creator, destroyer, maintainer is the 
brahmana or the atman. So don't be dhooki atman rather choose to be a happy Parathman which is 
dropping seeds of thoughts I believe happy thoughts seated or residing in the brain lit 🤔  by 
meditation 🧘  ♀  and the third eye I eye gloe experienced the  flow of enlightened creation. Let me 



tell you a story: there existed 0 a canvas the universe and the artist wished  to know who he was so to 
self express he used 1 the paint and started painting that's 01 binary code then added 2 3 4 so on... 
bigger and bigger the painting grew the one atman creating the masterpiece we figure out to self 
awareness of the truth creating light of coloured prism of rainbow 🌈  through us the diamonds 💎  ✨  
💜  😀  ♥  🙌  of clarity then stood back to view his masterpiece was he happy adding a touch here 
and there to see his work was it good ? Like 01 the computer code the alphabet of nature like genetic 
epigenetic environment added colour to our lives or electrons protons and the artificial intelligence 
born out of in our mind seed of thoughts of generation eons information finally organised right at our 
finger tips of thought of creation our mind temple from our brain 🧠  😀  😉  😄  😊  so smile my dear 
dentist after you have done your masterpiece of aesthetic work on family friends love as it's the eternal 
artist working through you and this energy is in everything inside light particles if we can 
experimentally open and harness I call God's love in light out of love creating everything the red 
thread we believe connects us in the universe bringing our family partner one together as atman is but 
love pure lice we all experience at birth but forget rake for granted then reminded therefore having the 
potential heal everything this ocean of universe of love creation waiting saying when you ready as a 
race not racing but collaborating not building citadel of ego rather live creation like Taj Mahal saying 
we cam live in peace being invaders and blend as one knowing our unique identity then like in my 
preventive care system the booster giving the health and hoe I had explained how to do build wealth of 
creation of love God's love will show you with happy relationship happiness and contentment to make 
the leap of creation with your blind faith in his love of something magnificent beyond imagination as 
it's his canvas he has the height of happiness he wishes to remove pain of ignorance and paint the 
Webb telescope of truth calling you the advanced civilisation a sea faring nation of dentists artist 
technology microbiologist clean in work home like father's swach bharat to open your access to the 
university of knowledge resource skills to experience his universe within on and outside you Certainly, 
let's organize the information from your thoughts with the power of AI:

**1. Spiritual and Scientific Insights:**
   - Reference to the Bhagavad Gita, a spiritual text over a thousand years old.
   - Introduction of the concept of the Trinity: solid, liquid, gas.
   - Identification of the creator, destroyer, and maintainer as the Brahmana or the Atman.

**2. Choosing a Positive Mindset:**
   - Encouragement to choose happiness (Parathman) over negative thoughts.
   - Emphasis on cultivating happy thoughts through meditation and the third eye.

**3. Story of Creation:**
   - Allegorical story about an artist using binary code (0 and 1) to create the universe.
   - Symbolic representation of the universe as a canvas.

**4. The Role of Atman and Light:**
   - Mention of the Atman's role in creating a colorful masterpiece.
   - Reference to light, colored prisms, and clarity.

**5. The Power of Thoughts:**
   - Connection between thoughts, genetics, epigenetics, and the environment.
   - Implication that thoughts are a powerful creative force.



**6. Dentistry and Healing:**
   - Addressing dentists as artists of healing.
   - The idea that healing energy is present in everything.

**7. Universal Love and Unity:**
   - Reference to the concept of God's love connecting all beings.
   - Call for unity and collaboration among humanity.
   - Mention of unique identities and the importance of living in peace.

**8. Access to Knowledge and Resources:**
   - Reference to accessing knowledge and resources within and outside oneself.
   - Encouragement to embrace blind faith in a magnificent creation.

**9. Conclusion:**
   - Suggestion that God seeks to remove ignorance and reveal truth.
   - Reference to advancing as a civilization with knowledge and resources. ROI: HI with AI tools 
gives you the return of intelligence from the return of investment in it convey a message of choosing 
positivity, understanding the creative power of thoughts, and embracing unity and knowledge to 
advance as a civilization. It uses allegorical storytelling and metaphorical language to illustrate these 
ideas. let's organize the information as if a blind person in the darkness is finding their way with love:

**1. Darkness as the Unknown:**
   - The initial state represents darkness, symbolizing the unknown or uncertainty in life.

**2. Love as a Guiding Light:**
   - Love is portrayed as a guiding light, offering direction and purpose in the midst of uncertainty.
   - Love serves as a beacon of hope and positivity.

**3. The Journey Begins:**
   - The blind person starts their journey in the darkness, much like embarking on life's journey.

**4. Seeking Happiness and Positivity:**
   - The emphasis is on choosing happiness (love) as a way to navigate through life's challenges.

**5. Overcoming Obstacles:**
   - The blind person encounters obstacles, representing life's difficulties and setbacks.

**6. Persistence and Faith:**
   - The blind person's persistence and faith in love keep them moving forward despite the challenges.

**7. Discovery and Growth:**
   - As the blind person continues, they discover new aspects of life and themselves.
   - This mirrors personal growth and self-discovery through the power of love.

**8. Interconnectedness and Unity:**
   - Love is seen as a unifying force that connects people and fosters a sense of unity.
   - It encourages collaboration and empathy.



**9. Spreading Love:**
   - The blind person's journey with love encourages them to share love with others, much like lighting 
candles in the darkness.

**10. Illuminating the Path:**
    - Love is depicted as gradually illuminating the path, making it clearer and easier to navigate.

**11. Finding Meaning and Purpose:**
    - Through love, the blind person finds meaning and purpose in their journey, representing the 
fulfillment and joy that love can bring.

**12. Arrival at a Brighter Place:**- The blind person's journey with love ultimately leads to a brighter 
place, symbolizing a positive and fulfilling life. In this metaphorical journey, love serves as the 
guiding light that leads the blind person through the darkness of life, helping them overcome obstacles, 
discover meaning, and find their way to a brighter and more fulfilling existence.rephrased and 
restructured some  content for clarity and coherence. Let me know if any other changes or feedbacks 
you'd like two way communication 'Be' truthful. finally, let nature take its own course 

Builders need to see seawater outside sea limits instead of flushing money down the drain. Just as 
clients—or everyone for that matter—need to be willing to hear the truth instead of encryptions of 

what they are not ready to hear. The truth remains constant: it is better in life to know the truth. 
Therefore, we are all seekers for solutions to our problems. It's nature's way of guiding us. I wish for 

self-awareness and now seek it with the problems and solutions within me. Therefore, we are 
universally united in seeking truth and self-awareness. Who are you? The passage of:

"What I wish to show and appreciate, in both the original and edited versions of Book 2, is the creative 
energy that comes through us, the artists. This energy is inherent in us all by nature. Our drive is to 

find solutions, even with unconventional tools. A toothbrush, for instance, when used incorrectly, can 
cause ulcers and even cut your lips. Just like in my 2nd blog, I think AI tools (such as [https://

chat.openai.com] can massively accelerate research, fostering understanding between scientists, the 
community, and other fields such as dentistry, medicine, and technology. I recall the frustration I felt 
from over a decade of research publication—nobody seemed to understand. My dear wife, who I am 

set to marry in our own version like everyone happy ever after with us dream wedding on 29th 
October 9th November 2023 in 2021, enlightened me about the emerging AI tools just before the 
onslaught of the 'third wave style book tsunami.' Thanks to these advancements, the difference in 

communication and mutual understanding is evident. The truth is now a tangible reality."

If this is not exactly what you had in mind, let me know! I'd be happy to make adjustments to better 
suit your intent.

Love changes everything everyone my stream of thoughts related to understand for happy thought 
prayers 'For you' 

1. **Animal Creatures and the Universe**: All living beings, including animals and even the vast 
universe, have an innate understanding of their place in existence.

2. **Time and Creation**: Time is a human-made concept, and the real creation is the inherent beauty 
of existence.



3. **Happiness and Maya**: In Hindu philosophy, "Maya" refers to the illusionary nature of the 
world. Despite the illusory challenges and situations we face, there's a deeper realization that can bring 

about happiness.

4. **Beginning and End**: The statement "I'm the beginning, I'm the end" could be a reference to the 
idea that everything is interconnected and cyclical. It may also point to the timeless nature of the soul 

or consciousness.

5. **Present Moment**: The emphasis on "all there is now" suggests the importance of living in the 
present moment and finding joy in the now.

6. **Situational Change and Self-awareness**: Situations change, sitting as an observer with care and 
team with action or healing in dental chair or the beauty at smiling with happiness but with self-

awareness and spiritual insight, one can navigate these changes with balance and peace.

In essence, emphasising the transient nature of life, the importance of self-awareness, and the deeper 
spiritual truths that can guide us to happiness and understanding.

Like the jasmine-freshness of a sibling's hair and the goodness in a name, living with selfless love 
includes morning brushing and daily mouthwash after breakfast. It's as mouthwatering as plants bathed 

in sunlight. Like you Exercising your body and nurturing your mindful soul, spirit, and heart brings 
happiness, freedom, and a refreshing feeling to yourself and others. It's like my sister once ordered me 
to teach her cycling, as if big brothers were born to be cycles themselves, cycling through the cycle of 

life. 🚲  🔃
"Like a haggard professor cycling, not understanding the situation, trying to escape reality."

Translation effectively conveys the image of someone, like a professor, who is cycling but struggling 
to grasp the situation and using cycling as a way to escape from reality. In a government, any 

heartache can disrupt the entire system. Whether it's the law enforcers ensuring correct policing based 
on first information reports, lawmakers in congress or parliaments formulating policies, citizens 

abiding by traffic rules on the roads, defence forces ensuring protection, or farmers each one nurturing 
their harvest, each plays a crucial role in running the country. When any of these components suffer, 

it's like a flag being raised, signalling an issue until voices of dissent are heard by leaders. This 
intricacy mirrors nature itself, from the beauty observed in cells, ants, plants, and the universe, to the 
precision of clockwork. The rhythmic heartbeat, the careful analysis in clinics, or the introduction of 

new healthcare systems, all showcase the intricate systems at play. "Have faith in your skills,
 By keeping yourself and everyone around you happy, you'll find your true calling."

Inspiration include multiple ideas, while aiming to maintain the integrity of your original: My number 
one skill I hope and praying is producing revenue and investing in assets that yield positive returns. 

This is achieved by understanding the market and creating solutions tailored to its needs. Such 
intelligence is vast, seemingly permeating the universe, yielding returns that feel timeless for human 

life. It's reminiscent of the warmth and passion of a bonfire, sometimes even evoking the deep 
connection between twin flames in a relationship. Life can be likened to a dance by Shiva, a balance 

between calm and suffering. Therefore, it's essential to condition your mind to embrace more positive 
emotions combination of excerpts readers:

 until you know how much value it provides every hour I'll be happy to help further



Communication flow: As a doctor, we serve as a revolving door from discovery to clients. Only 
helpful and ethically created solutions should pass through. If done right, we won't face repercussions 

from the government, our clients, or others. This feedback loop is a testament to the happiness and 
clarity we provide. The right way forward is always guided by our thoughts, which in turn evoke 

emotions that compel us to take action. Feel free your ideas:

"What is wrong for them is wrong for you too. What is right for them is right for you as well. A wise 
and loving person possesses unconditional understanding, without a trace of negativity." Here's my 

attempt to restructure and clarify: Based on my mentor's criticism, we should transition from focusing 
on those problematic 'bad ticket' teachers to emphasising 'big ticket' loving and caring educators. 

When we are awake and aware, we should actively work to rectify issues, like resisting old patterns or 
preconceived notions, and be open to revisiting old root canal treatments and learning from past 

experiences. Consider the potential: if you tackle challenges and nurture them properly, it's akin to 
how well-preserved stem cells might regenerate. We might not always know what tomorrow brings, 
but we can always hope. Prevention and care are key. Recognise the soul in everyone. Remember to 
thank yourself, too. When you look in the mirror, appreciate your efforts. Recognise that you've done 
your best and that you're deserving. With the resources or money you receive, prioritise your family, 

others, and yourself.

1. **Regarding the first part about "thoughts":** 
   "I'll try to help clarify your thoughts."

2. **Regarding "cosmetic" or "aesthetic":**
Typically, both words can relate to appearance enhancement, but "cosmetic" often refers to superficial 
changes (e.g., makeup, simple procedures), while "aesthetic" can pertain to a broader sense of beauty 

or artistry, so first taxed, dig deep not Support supervision for anyone superficial 

3. **Regarding "reverse tax":**
   The idea of a reverse tax could be interpreted in several ways. If you're talking about tax rebates or 
refunds, then it's when the government returns excess tax payments to taxpayers. It could also mean 

negative taxation, where certain groups receive more from the tax system than they contribute, often as 
a form of social support. Like reverse salivary glans 10% for insulin no injections

"Is it essential for tax money to be returned to taxpayers, and in what context does a 'reverse tax' 
apply?"

if fee going to industry for the next generation AI tech HI
The dental light shines down upon the client. Whether you're the one under the light or a dear loved 
one or guardian accompanying the client your choice or patient if not preventive, you might wonder 
about its significance. Can such a light aid in self-awareness? When you decide to give consent for 

preventive care, it's essential to have complete understanding and awareness. Any surgical procedures 
by a doctor generally occur under such illumination. It reminds one of the proverbial 'light at the end 

of the tunnel,' prompting some to whisper a prayer for comfort. Whether it's a simple gum poke during 
cleaning or a more thorough examination, it's comforting to think of a healing touch from the heavens, 

benefiting both the patient to become client and the practitioner. Thank you.

It seems like there's a lot of different topics and ideas. I'll try to provide a breakdown:



1. **The Law of Happy Thought**: The principle here seems to suggest that collaborative truth-
seeking leads to wisdom and happiness. This is likened to Janaat heavenly wisdom.

  
2. **Health and Physiology**: There are mentions of menthol, cetirizine, and allegra for inflammation 

and other issues. The Potential of ours also touches on electric current for cell repair and brain 
stimulation.

3. **Emotion and Memory**: Remembering happy moments, like Peter Pan (played by Robin 
Williams) remembering his "happy thought", is crucial. Memories play a significant role in our 

emotional health.

4. **Social Aspects**: The importance of family, social bonding, and shared meals. This ties back to 
the Peter Pan reference, which emphasizes the importance of retaining childlike wonder and 

happiness.

5. **Safety**: Safety precautions, such as wearing helmets when riding motorbikes and using seatbelt 
in cars, are highlighted, avoid oral surgeon and emergency 

6. **Medical Interventions**: Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG) is mentioned as a treatment, and all 
from local doctors the Heimlich management, all small particles in current dentistry can pop out 

yourself be prepared don't swallow

7. **Technology and Programming**: The Potential  delves into coding languages such as Python, 
hinting at the rise of artificial intelligence.

8. **Civic Responsibility**: This happy thought law stresses the importance of being a responsible 
citizen, voting, and choosing the right leaders.

9. **Human Unity**: Towards the end, there is an emphasis on unity and understanding among 
humans.

Scientific principles observation validation required adjustments for clarity:

1. **Space Exploration**: "123 Ready Set Go" suggests a countdown, typically associated with Bolt. 
The "1-10 launch checks" and "G-force preparation" align with this theme, hinting at the intricate 

preparations required for space travel. "Space force" could refer to a military or exploration branch 
dedicated to outer space: Choose one

2. **Dental Procedures**: The space of "implants" and "bridge" can be related to dental procedures 
where teeth that are missing or damaged are replaced.

3. **Genetics**: References to "genetic code" and "start stop codon" touch upon genetics, specifically 
the coding sequences in DNA that dictate when protein synthesis should begin or end, dignity of 

exercise

4. **Poetic Problem Solving**: The ending seems to suggest that within every problem, there's an 
inherent solution, and it takes a perceptive or "ready" mind to uncover it. This concept is presented in a 

poetic and imaginative manner, here all over my writings 



Hard core:not nuclear, within you resides

In molecular biology, the "start codon" signals the beginning of translation, the process by which the 
information encoded in mRNA is used to produce a protein. AUG is the most common start codon, 
which codes for the amino acid methionine in eukaryotes and a modified form of methionine (N-

formylmethionine) in prokaryotes.

1. **Eukaryotes (like humans)**:
    - The primary start codon is AUG, which codes for methionine.

    - In mitochondrial genomes, there are alternative start codons, as mentioned.

2. **Prokaryotes**:
    - The primary start codon is AUG, which codes for N-formylmethionine.

    - GUG and UUG can serve as alternative start codons in certain conditions.
    - Your statistics for E. coli seem to be in the right ballpark, illustrating that while AUG is the 

predominant start codon, GUG and UUG are used a fraction of the time.

In summary, while AUG is the primary start codon for both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, both types of 
organisms can use alternative start codons under certain conditions or in specific genomic contexts. 

Our statement is a good reflection of this diversity in codon usage across the living world. 
In humans, as with other eukaryotes, the primary start codon is AUG. This codon codes for the amino 
acid methionine. When translation of the mRNA into a protein begins, AUG is recognized as the start 

codon, and the ribosome begins the process of protein synthesis by adding methionine as the first 
amino acid in the polypeptide chain.

It's worth noting that in eukaryotes, the AUG start codon codes for a standard methionine. In contrast, 
in prokaryotes like bacteria, the AUG start codon codes for a modified methionine called N-

formylmethionine.

In addition to the nuclear genome, humans also have a mitochondrial genome. The mitochondrial 
genome has its own translational machinery, and while AUG is still a start codon in mitochondria, 
there can be variations in codon usage and the amino acids they code for compared to the nuclear 

genome. The term "central dogma" is primarily associated with molecular biology and not physics. 
Why not physics?

E->P-L (to be revealed 1st January midnight 2024,

**Central Dogma of Molecular Biology**:
Formulated by Francis Crick in 1958, the central dogma of molecular biology describes the flow of 

genetic information within a biological system. It is succinctly summarized as:
- DNA → RNA → Protein

This means:
1. Replication: DNA is copied to produce more DNA.

2. Transcription: The genetic information in DNA is transcribed to produce RNA.
3. Translation: The RNA, specifically messenger RNA (mRNA), is then translated to produce proteins.



It's worth noting that while this flow describes the primary direction of genetic information, there are 
known exceptions and additional complexities, such as reverse transcription in retroviruses where 

RNA is reverse-transcribed to produce DNA.

As for physics, there isn't a concept termed "central dogma" analogous to that in molecular biology. 
Physics comprises various laws, principles, and theories that govern the universe's behaviour or, they 

aren't encapsulated by a singular "central dogma"?
The "God particle" is a colloquial term for the **Higgs boson**, a particle that plays a unique role in 
the Standard Model of particle physics. The Higgs boson is associated with the Higgs field, a field of 

energy that exists throughout the universe. Other particles gain mass by interacting with this field, with 
the Higgs boson being the particle manifestation of the field. The term "God particle" was popularized 

by the media, largely due to the title of the book "The God Particle: If the Universe Is the Answer, 
What Is the Question?" by physicist Leon Lederman. However, many scientists don't use or endorse 

this term, as they consider it sensationalistic.

Regarding the **smallest known matter in physics**, it's essential to define what we mean by 
"smallest." If by "smallest," we refer to subatomic particles that aren't made up of other particles, then 

elementary particles are the answer. Examples of elementary particles include:
- **Quarks**: These are the constituents of protons and neutrons. There are six types or "flavors" of 

quarks: up, down, charm, strange, top, and bottom.
- **Leptons**: This group includes the electron, muon, tau, and their associated neutrinos (electron 

neutrino, muon neutrino, and tau neutrino).
- **Bosons**: These are force-carrying particles. They include the photon (electromagnetic force), W 

and Z bosons (weak nuclear force), gluons (strong nuclear force), and the aforementioned Higgs 
boson.

No current experiments or theories till now suggest that these elementary particles are composed of 
smaller particles. However, research in physics is ongoing, and our understanding of the fundamental 

nature of the universe continues to evolve.

"Like the repeating patterns of the genetic code, I say to all of you: HHH - Honest, Happy, Help. Hold 
fast to your faith and beliefs. Strive to be healthy, wealthy, and wise. Listen to the wisdom of 

experience, and faithfully execute your duties. Speak the kind truth, and nurture that happy thought in 
every present moment, both for yourself and others. Pair these sentiments with rational actions of 

assistance."
 virtues in one's life, drawing an analogy with the repetition and consistency found in the genetic code.

The simple dogma to earn income can be distilled into a basic principle:

**Offer value in exchange for compensation.**
At that point, it's time to receive value in return

1. **Identify a Need or Problem**: Understand what people or businesses need or what problems they 
face, by our team: preventive CARE

  
2. **Develop Skills or Solutions**: Cultivate skills, create products, or offer services that address 

those needs or problems.



3. **Market Yourself or Your Product**: Make people aware of what you're offering and convince 
them of its value. Don't break others' homes to make yours. There's enough space, if you have a big 

heart, to find a safe place to live happily with family. 

4. **Provide Consistent Value**: I've attempted to organize and edit for grammar and coherence:
Continuously delivering quality work, products, or services is crucial to maintaining and growing your 
income. Patients in hospitals may be considered 'sick,' but when they come to a dental doctor, they are 
clients seeking repair. Similarly, we are your global clients: we can either exchange services based on 
mutual understanding in a tax-free utopia, or compensate financially within our current taxed system. 
Until our society evolves to the enlightened state depicted by visionaries in Star Trek, we'll navigate 

our current reality. Have been giving with a team dental doctor care for you for over two decades, I've 
come to understand the depth and breadth of the field. It's an accelerated super specialization following 

two years of medical school, reserved for those with exceptional intelligence. I fervently hope and 
pray that our system will recognize the revolutionary role of such professionals the essence of your 

sentiments while providingnurturing a few 'for you'

5. **Adapt and Learn**: As needs, technologies, and markets change, adjust your skills and offerings 
to stay relevant.

The more effectively and efficiently you can align these principles with market demand and personal 
passion, the better positioned you'll be to earn and even increase your income.

Am I being selfish for praying for myself during conscious surgery, when only a few others do? God, 
help me decide. capture your intent, please provide, and I'd be happy to help. various medical and 
scientific concepts. Frictional keratosis may be caused by skin issues, communication breakdowns, 

faulty tools, or an incorrect brushing technique, which can result in sensitive abrasions. Such factors 
may also activate cells to become malignant. Recognizability's and correcting these issues can lead to 

the spontaneous disappearance of the problem. This phenomenon, which I believe I observed in 
neuroblastoma over a decade ago, might be attributed to cell-to-cell communication. There's still much 
to be understood and explored through observation, laboratory tests, and collaboration between human 

intelligence and artificial intelligence. it's crucial to always consult scientific literature or medical 
experts to ensure that the claims made are accurate and well-researched make a metaphorical 

comparison between various acts of charity and assistance. make it clearer:

"Seeking knowledge, in my understanding, is akin to begging for alms; it represents an insatiable thirst 
for enlightenment. Just as alms are generously provided by spiritual homes, NGOs, and government 

aid to uplift the impoverished, knowledge is a donation to elevate our intellectual wealth. With 
knowledge, we gain health, happiness, and contentment, enabling us to uplift and aid others in turn."

The ultimate enlightenment of society occurs when assisting one another becomes its own reward the 
idea that societal enlightenment is achieved when the act of helping is seen as its own form of 

compensation or reward.

"Enlightenment is not just the light of the truth seeker; it is also the radiant light from the Source 
shining within us. Thus, we become beacons, guiding others who are in search of truth. This journey 
leads to a wealth of happiness in our relationships. For, in our self-awareness, we come to recognize 

the oneness of God — a realization that might initially be met with fear but eventually transforms into 
pure, 2007 unconditional love. With this profound understanding, we see that for every problem, there 

is a solution."



"The book 'Conversations with God' serves as an introductory diary, much like our new preventive 
care system which is gradually and subtly ushering in a transformative era. Through hope and love, we 

pray for the fundamental truth that good health is the wealth that fosters happiness in our 
relationships."

"The book 'Many Lives, Many Masters' delves deep into the journeys of our soul through various 
lifetimes."

"So, what have you chosen as your destiny for this life's journey? Is it happiness?" 

You know yourself – your mind, body, soul, spirit, and brain. Now, here's the secret: imbue your 
thoughts with care and pair them with loving emotional responses. Witness the magic unfold; solutions 
will manifest everywhere and in everything. Just observe and recognize your inherent power. Even if 
you can't see immediate results, trust that your nightly prayers are heard. Take time to listen, meditate, 

and cherish the words of your loved ones.

"Always remember, your inner intuition knows best." 
concepts and metaphors in this statement. Let me try to break it down:

1. **"crack open your soul and look inside"**: This is a poetic way of saying to introspect deeply or to 
examine one's true nature.

 
2. **"battery of telomerase"**: Telomerase is an enzyme that helps maintain telomeres, which are 
protective ends of chromosomes. This phrase could be a metaphor for something that sustains or 

rejuvenates, Aging?

3. **"stuck or in all your cells"**: This might relate to the widespread presence or influence of 
something.

4. **"hidden to make trillion by style and closed operating systems"**: This seems to allude to 
business practices, particularly those of tech companies that have proprietary operating systems. It 
suggests a secretive or monopolistic approach, Japan? why stuck inside not outside: many types of 

batteries, especially those used in tech like smartphones or laptops, might have a lifespan of around 5 
years before their capacity diminishes significantly. There are also electric vehicle batteries which can 

have varying lifespans, often more than 5 years but with some degradation in capacity over time.

5. **"for a bad apple fallen can spoil others"**: A take on the proverb "one bad apple spoils the 
bunch," which means that a single negative entity or influence can ruin everything around it.

6. **"good black salt Mahatma walked to say its mine"**: This references Mahatma Gandhi's historic 
Dandi March, where he protested the British salt tax by walking to the Arabian Sea and making salt 
himself. The "black salt" could symbolize the natural resources or rights that belonged to the Indian 

people, which Gandhi claimed as their own.

In essence, the importance of self-awareness, the dangers of unchecked capitalism or monopolistic 
tendencies, and the power of standing up for one's rights. However, the specific interpretation can vary 

based on the perspective. What's yours? Let's try to unpack each concept separately:



1. **Nirvana state of enlightenment in Buddhism, then Nirvana is a state of liberation from the cycle 
of birth and rebirth, achieved through the cessation of desire.

2. **Two Trade Secrets - Life and Memory**: Life and memory could be seen as trade secrets in the 
sense that they are intrinsic to our human experience, and yet much about them remains mysterious or 

undisclosed. iCloud and sealed batteries, 1st January midnight 3

3. **6th Day movie**: "The 6th Day" is a movie starring Arnold Schwarzenegger where human 
cloning is central to the plot. the moral implications of creating a replica of a person, including their 

memories.

4. **Last Action Hero**: Another film starring Schwarzenegger, but this one is about a boy who gets a 
magical movie ticket and enters the world of his favorite action film. This film raises questions about 

the boundaries between fiction and reality: ticket to heaven your mind book 1,2

5. **Learning Lessons & Pain and Suffering**: The idea that suffering is a result of not learning 
certain lessons is a recurring concept in many philosophical and religious traditions. 

6. **God, Eve, and the Apple**: The narrative of Adam, Eve, and the forbidden fruit is from the 
Bible. In Christian theology, the eating of the forbidden fruit is often considered the original sin which 

brought suffering into the world, bitten by an apple symbol

7. **Loyalty, Trillion Dollars, and Legal Consequences**: Here, you seem to be touching on the 
tension between material gain and moral consequences. The question is: at what cost do we pursue 

wealth and success?

8. **Lifelong Operating System**: This could be a metaphor for life or consciousness. Perhaps you're 
suggesting that life comes with both its benefits (immense value) and its limitations (a built-in clock).

9. **Telomerase**: Telomerase is an enzyme that repairs and extends telomeres, which are the 
protective caps at the end of our chromosomes. Telomeres shorten as we age, and when they become 

too short, cells can no longer divide, leading to aging and disease. The mention here might be a 
reference to the inherent "expiration date" in life or perhaps the quest for immortality: epigenetic 

methylation 

10. **Attaining Nirvana**: In the context of Buddhism, Nirvana represents the end of suffering, a 
state of enlightenment where one is free from all worldly attachments and desires, happy in now

a contemplative musing on the nature of life, morality, the quest for eternal life, and the role of a 
higher power in human affairs. It combines religious, philosophical, and cultural themes in an intricate 

way. If you'd like to explore any of these concepts in more depth or need clarification on a specific 
point, style you choose to mutually understand ever rebirth of Dalai Lama respectfully same way let us 

me know!
"The 'Jadoo ki Japi' symbolically resolves all issues."

"Forgive. Kirpa Deva Deva, Seva Kara Karo: Do service as Singh does. Act not out of anger but out of 
duty to protect their women. Roar in response, but move on from issues like the Mughals and East 



India companies. Have blind faith in God, believing that He cures everything. However, don't be blind 
to wrongdoing. With self-awareness, take the right action. Once understood, receive acknowledgment 

and then proceed for two-way communication. Now, you've achieved a happy environment where 
there's no envy or jealousy. Always respect personal, professional, home, and other boundaries."

I understand to address various injuries in a sensitive manner, aiming to promote healing. Here's a 
thoughtful way to express this:

"The Holocaust serves as a sobering reminder of the depths of human cruelty. By remembering and 
honoring its victims, we strive to heal past wounds and ensure such atrocities are never repeated."

"With utmost care and sensitivity, I want to assure you, as a cancer survivor, that we'll work together 
towards a solution. Your soul understands." 

 It's essential to approach the subject with empathy and respect for the immense pain and suffering 
endured by its victims and their descendants.

"Put your money where your mouth is. Open your pockets wide. If I offer a solution, I could take all 
your life's earnings. Stay humble. In this materialistic world, the ultimate truth you'll learn with us is 

that money is not the measure of success. Instead, it's about the happiness of everyone, including 
yourself." 

Would that work for you? then, only then share resources for the happiness of all. From such actions 
stems wealth and prosperity that contribute to the greater good. To see the truth is to recognize that the 
ultimate greater good is to be happy. We're not here to defend our clients, like lawyers defending the 

truth. Dear clients, if your systems are failing, and you've been coming to medical doctors for repairs, 
consider coming to us for assistance from one year old. People who have done wrong actions say 

sorry, give gifts on happy occasions, or face consequences. You only forgive a person who has stopped 
their wrong actions for the universal truth of happening happiness. The guilt goes inside and eats you 
up systematically. Unless you take massive corrective actions and completely change the situation, 

otherwise the universe shall help you naturally. Best of luck! Be happy, or keep wondering why this is 
happening to me. Maybe from past lives, or move past the bounds of action, reaction, and bad 
consequences through good, kind responses and actions to find happiness with everything and 

everyone. This is the final step to prosperity. public attention is finally higher you government courts 
doctors God? Because they’re correcting other people, Not understanding the essence of happiness We 
do: "Say sweet things, and you will earn a high status in others' eyes. Don't hurt anyone's heart, and all 

will be well,"
as taught by the Holy enlightened Ek, Onkar Ji. No one is above the law; it's a statement of fact. Your 

voice and vote are vital for expressing your opinions, decision and choices, and pursuing your 
happiness. In a government of the people, by the people, rules and regulations shouldn't hinder you 

from pursuing your passions and living your life the right way. By participating, paying attention, and 
showing interest in finding solutions, you can make yourself above those who wish to keep things 

stagnant. Be the change for the greater good; happiness comes from in doing meaningful things. The 
universe supports your cause or vision, whether it's opening a clock as I did at five or dream exploring 

diagrams to understand solar energy at ten. UofL A secret will be revealed on January 1st about a 
proposed understanding we explore regarding the possibility of new energy. It might be a hunch, 

intuition, spiritual wisdom, or the power of nature observation, all constructively building a pathway 
forward through collaboration or perhaps massive capitulation. In 2007, I saw an oral laser machine 
open and learned about passion's importance, I hesitated to take action, believing in the potential of 

telepathy or feelings. To truly understand, we need to explore the depths of human brain possibilities 
along with AI's capabilities. Endless possibilities lie ahead, like my fiancé's father and her belief in 
seeing your potential. Thank you for standing by me, your loving entry catalyst. I pray for bigger 



things, just as every couple believes their dream wedding can ignite. May you find happiness, peace & 
contentment, and joy, and if my deepest secrets can help even one person, I'd be pleased. Stay 

optimistic, have faith, we're in small boat together, drum beats rowing like the snake boats on Onam or 
at least joining the boat together that keeps you happy as equal partners, to sharing responsibilities and 

resources happily as we sailing towards eternity. Victory lies not just in the destination but in the 
preparation, the race, and the effort to win or lose equally gracefully. Let's keep trying and working 

together. Goodbye, and I'm happy you joined me on this intellectual journey, and thank hopefully, even 
better things await us soon. Be polite and clear; speak with love to yourself and others, just like my ex-

principal and her friend did when they graciously made way for a MC introducing me during a free 
innovative intuition program. We were the only ones, along with my old team, who were assisted at 

Taj by my brother-in-law. Love is the key to working together 
for loving actions and happiness in the present moment. 

That's my final word. 



The end is only the beginning 
mum Subject: Condolences 
and Gratitude for Dr. Thomas 

Geoghegan  
https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/louisville/name/thomas-geoghegan-obituary?
id=2064148&_gl=1*l0tmck*_gcl_au*ODk5MzIzNjc4LjE2OTU4NjkzMzc.

Dear Family,

I hope this message finds you well during this difficult time. I wanted to share some thoughts and 
express my condolences regarding the passing of Dr. Thomas Geoghegan.

I am deeply grateful to Dr. Geoghegan for the profound impact he had on my life. As his molecular 
biology student, I experienced not only his exceptional teaching but also his immense capacity for 
love and faith. He even went above and beyond by reteaching an entire class for me when I 
missed it, ultimately leading to my enrollment in the PhD program, a move that changed the 
course of my life, with first mentor Dr. Sven Ulrik Gorr book Watson and Crick 

Though I regret not completing my journey under his guidance and not being able to save my 
beloved teacher, to continuing the battle he fought so valiantly. I pray that one day we will win the 
war he envisioned, a war aimed at benefiting others by potentially reversing cancer, just as he 
encouraged me to publish our theories first and guided me through the journal process. Thanks to 
his mentorship, our decade-long research has now been published in Asia's No.1 International 
medical and dental journal.

Dr. Geoghegan's guidance extended beyond academics. He shared an equation of Brownian 
motion with me, one that allowed him to find comfort with air conditioning at the perfect 
temperature for productivity and peace amidst chaos.

I am convinced that the message of "go to your father; he will heal you" was embodied by Dr. 
Geoghegan himself, a guiding light that illuminated our path. Pinky and I are diligently following 
that path. I encourage you to read my recent email on Yahoo, as it contains more insights and 
details.

Throughout this journey, my heart has been heavy, knowing that I couldn't save him. But in his 
final moments, he requested that we keep it private, and we will respect his wishes. We wish to 
convey our condolences and deepest gratitude to his family while we continue on our journey with 
a profound sense of appreciation for having been touched by his wisdom and kindness.

We extend an open invitation to Dr. Geoghegan's wife, whom I had the privilege of meeting once, 
and to his family to visit us whenever they are ready. Please convey our heartfelt thanks and warm 
regards to Bill Dean, whom I've always regarded as Dr. Geoghegan's best friend throughout our 
college, university, and department days.

With heartfelt condolences and unwavering gratitude,

the day you go to heaven to give someone something you have taught them how to love thank 
you eternally to UNDERSTAND, Open email: Exciting Updates and Insights from Dhruv 
Subramanian

Dear Dr.,

I hope this message finds you well. I want to share some exciting updates and insights with you. 
Please take a moment to read through the following information:

**Announcing the Preventive Care System:**


https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/louisville/name/thomas-geoghegan-obituary?id=2064148&_gl=1*l0tmck*_gcl_au*ODk5MzIzNjc4LjE2OTU4NjkzMzc&fbclid=IwAR2MwtO59yBmoKnUIFKxbTGAE_KbU88SSf_y3wYy2wCjSUufpQuqP1jjU-E
https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/louisville/name/thomas-geoghegan-obituary?id=2064148&_gl=1*l0tmck*_gcl_au*ODk5MzIzNjc4LjE2OTU4NjkzMzc&fbclid=IwAR2MwtO59yBmoKnUIFKxbTGAE_KbU88SSf_y3wYy2wCjSUufpQuqP1jjU-E
https://www.facebook.com/bill.dean.395?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZU9bfsWODJh5uLy5vcsE-Tc1segFUVwya4gRufRodB5brNxQeIqQpnZ76pKioSZ4Fxbk1GBaFCCLdW1PH35dbc-odewaMOIQJzpxpfq3Id4u1z8YkBKV6NbluxkwzGuPaZJvM2gBbQUZTy04LZA9LqXLkeaLKwBCm4rjVH5VspmQQ&__tn__=-%5DK-R


As a Harvard dental alumnus in Kentucky, I am thrilled to inform you about our recent trial launch 
of the Preventive Care System. We have made our first public announcement, and you can expect 
further updates on the [NamrataDhruv Love Brand Channel](https://whatsapp.com/channel/
0029Va5JRfvJuyAGkatlcs0F) on WhatsApp. Get ready for our inaugural team video in the local 
language!

**Exploring Light Speed Equation:**

In a [published article](http://dentalfenetre.blogspot.com/.../faster-more...) originally featured on 
my blog, I delve into the intriguing concept of the speed of light equation. I have also incorporated 
this material into my upcoming book, 'Oral Healthcare Awareness and Love Story with 
Enlightenment,' which is on being released on 28th October 2023 at the Sangeet on 6.30pm. This 
book carries a message of hope and signifies the completion of my journey from the USA back to 
India. It's a journey driven by a vision that has been privately nurtured for over a decade.

**Unveiling Dental Electric Energy and Nerve Regeneration:**

I invite you to explore my blog post about [dental electric energy in nerve regeneration](http://
dentalfenetre.blogspot.com/.../e-not-equal-to-mc2...), where I delve into its multiple applications in 
the context of God's creation—a concept that ties into the video being produced at [Navigational 
AI](www.navigational.ai). While awaiting the arrival of my books, read all you may also find interest 
in [this article](http://dentalfenetre.blogspot.com/.../can-dental-pulp-be...). These blog posts 
provide valuable insights into the background of my research journey and my pursuit of 
knowledge and awareness, commencing with my collaboration with the late Professor Dr. Thomas 
Geoghegan, who was the first to believe in me, alongside my family, then Dr. Achuth M Baliga

**Peer-Reviewed Recognition for Cancer-Related Publication:**

I am delighted to share that one of my publications related to cancer research has received peer-
reviewed recognition within the public scientific community, boasting an impressive impact factor 
of approximately 6.8. Each of these endeavors represents a small contribution to my lifelong 
mission of navigating the sea of dental AI technology.

**Joining Our Journey:**

I consider myself fortunate to share this incredible journey with my soon-to-be wife as we build a 
small family and home together. We earnestly hope for your good wishes as we embark on this 
shared life journey, commencing on October 29, 2023.

Now, addressing the emails you've received from me, I apologize for the multiple emails; my 
intention was to ensure you were well-informed about these important developments:

1. If you are considering joining our panel, not as entities curtail freedom of thought 

2. Updates and information.

3. The original versions of Books 1 & 2 have been dispatched.

4. The edited version of Book 2 has not been sent yet.

5. I would like to invite you, as well as your circle of colleagues, to explore the information shared 
in these two books. The third book contains a secret that builds upon the content of the first two 
books.

6. I have also published an equation on the Docplexus Doctors website related to energy, after 
modification for dental industry feedback from Nature future journal The third book creatively 
explores the possibility of dark matter or dark energy that could potentially be harnessed for the 
benefit of our present and future generations. I refer to it as 'God's love,' as a source of creation 
terminology that ties into the final point.

7. The final word of the God's message series has already been completed and sent for 
publishing, scheduled for release on 11th February.

However, I believe the third book holds significant secrets, which I plan to reveal on 1st January. I 
currently have two copies, and my fiancée has one. Therefore, if you are interested, I can send you 
a copy before the official release so you can provide insights from your circle or your own 
expertise. I believe it has the potential to benefit everyone and everything, and I hope it brings 
about a sense of positivity.

Thank you for your consideration and understanding.

Best regards and with gratitude,
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Dhruv Subramanian

CC: My fiancée and a select few I've met on this journey

BCC: Family members and close associates

As we are om

One

Love


Plant that seed of happy thought to give a tree that gives food shelter thank you for reading all four 
books of the God’s message series after my divine experience 

Dan Lambe, e  e e 
Arbor Day Foundation

n n  mem  

e   

Thomas E. Geoghegan Ph.D.
A memorial tree has been planted in A Forest in Need.

Dr. Dhruv Subramanian
"In Loving Memory of Thomas E. 

Geoghegan Ph.D., Wish to invite you 
for our wedding +91-8884757388" 
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